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1.What needs to be configured to add a successful completion Status reference to SuccessFactors 
Learning? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 
A. Credit Given checkbox 
B. Assignment Type 
C. Item Type 
D. Domain 
Answer: A, B 
 
2.You want do define the customer tenant ID suffix for connector file names in SuccessFactors Learning. 
What is the recommended way to do this in System Admin? 
A. Choose System Configuration and modify the CONNECTORS configuration file to define the tenant 
suffix 
B. Choose System Configuration and modify the LMS_ADMIN configuration file to define the tenant 
suffix 
C. Choose Connectors and test the FTP Connection for each 
D. Choose System Configuration and modify the CONNECTORS configuration file to define each 
connector file name 
Answer: D 
 
3.A customer wants a scheduled offering to allow self-registration. 
In addition to selecting the Self Registration option on the Scheduled Offering, what else needs to be 
done? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 
A. The Self Registration checkbox must be selected on the Item entity. 
B. The class must be in a library that users can see. 
C. The class must be in a library that managers/approvers can view. 
D. The registration cutoff date must be in the future. 
Answer: AB 
 
4.Your customer needs an item to tract whether workers on the production factory floor have performed 
specific tasks. You create tasks to set up an observation checklist for this item. 
What item classification must be used for this item? 
A. Blended (Scheduled and Online) 
B. Online 
C. Other 
D. Instructor Led (Scheduled Only) 
Answer: C 
 
5.What does the Record Learning - Multiple tool record? Note: There are 3 correct answers to this 
question. 
A. External learning events to match approved training plan requests 
B. Learning events for more than one user and for more than one item 
C. Price and account codes for learning events 
D. Learning events for registered users in a scheduled offering 
E. External learning events for more than one user 
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Answer: B, D, E 
 
 


